
Official Fantasy Alive Notice 

 

To be printed on white paper. 

VISIBLE SPELL 

EFFECT 
There is an Anti-Magic spell in effect here within the marked area. 
 

Any magical effect is suppressed while under Anti-Magic and for 5 minutes after.  

- Nothing under Anti-Magic will detect under any detection spells. During the 5 minutes after, any magical effects on the creature will 

still not detect, though the creature will detect as magic.  

- A character will have no access to Spiritual or Magical Energy while under the effect of Anti-Magic or for 5 minutes after.  

- All spells of 4th level and lower currently active on a character will be removed while under the effect of Anti-Magic. The spell(s) must 

be recast on the character once the Anti-Magic effect is over.  

- Spells requiring a Magical Component to cast currently active on a character will be suppressed while under the effect of Anti-Magic 

and for 5 minutes after.  

- A character attempting to cast while under the effect of Anti-Magic or for 5 minutes afterwards has the spell fail to cause an effect. No 

Magical Energy or Spiritual Energy is wasted as the character simply can’t access the energy necessary to try to cast.  

- Spells cast by another on a character who is under the effect of Anti-Magic or for 5 minutes afterwards fail and the ME/SE is wasted.  

- A character who is under the effect of Anti-Magic or for 5 minutes afterwards that is struck by a weapon enhanced by a magical 

Damage Type (e.g. Magic, Fire, Ice, Light or Dark) will take no effect.  

- In general, all magical properties of an item affected by Anti-Magic will be unable to be activated for the entire time it is under the 

effect and for 5 minutes after being removed. If affected by Anti-Magic again, the 5-minute suppression on removal is reset.  

- Magical Items suppressed by Anti-Magic will not detect as Magical.  

- Potions drunk while under Anti-magic suppression are used up with no magical result.  

- Scrolls read while under Anti-Magic suppression cause no effect but are not used up.  

- Magical Items cannot be activated while under Anti-Magic and for 5 minutes after.  

- The time spent under Anti-Magic does not count towards the 24 hours required for a Daily Magical Item to recharge. For example, a 

Daily  

item used at noon will have the use recharged at noon the following day. If during that time the Daily item spends 1 hour under an Anti-

Magic effect, the item will recharge instead at 1pm.  

- Permanent Magical Items do not work while under Anti-Magic and for 5 minutes after.  

- Contingency Magical Items cannot be activated while under Anti-Magic suppression.  

- Vessels will maintain the same amount of Magical Energy contained within.  

- While under Anti-Magic and for 5 minutes after, no Magical Energy can be put in or taken out of the Vessel. Attempts to draw energy 

from a Vessel fail with no other effect. Attempts to put energy into a Vessel fail to charge the Vessel and the ME is lost.  

- A Relic’s Once Ever, Daily, Permanent, Contingency and/or Vessel properties will react identically as described above.  

- Any powers of a Relic that are not described within the Rulebook will be handled at Plot discretion.  

 

THIS EFFECT LASTS WHILE IN THE ZONE AND 5 MIN AFTER. 

 


